THE GUIDE TO
FLEET MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS
What are fleet management solutions
and what can they do for your business?

SOLUTIONS FOR A
DATA-DRIVEN WORLD
Today, businesses run on data. The

But how do you ensure you’re leveraging

information that your company has

this data in the most effective way

access to is one of your most important

possible? This is where fleet management

assets. Used correctly, it can help you

solutions powered by vehicle telematics

decrease your costs, improve your working

become crucial.

processes and grow your customer base.
A high-quality fleet management solution
One of the most important sources of data

gives you access to and control over

you have are your vehicles. Location, fuel,

your vehicle data, plus the tools and

mileage, driver behaviour – every day a

features you need to use it effectively.

huge amount of potential data is generated

From planning your daily schedule to

by your fleet operation.

communicating with your team on the
road, it can optimise every step of your
operation.
Wondering whether a telematics solution
is right for your operation? Then this guide
is here to help. It answers the big questions
you might have - how it works, how it helps
and what it could do for you.

KEY TERMS
EXPLAINED
As with all things, fleet management comes with its own terminology.
This can make things a little confusing for newcomers. Before we go
any further, let’s clear up the meaning of the key terms.
TELEMATICS

GPS RECEIVER

The combination of hardware and software that

The device that is mounted in a vehicle and calculates

connects an object (such as a car) to the internet

its exact position using the Global Positioning System

and allows it to be monitored remotely. This makes it

(GPS) or another satellite network. When connected

possible to record the data related to it, such as route

to the internet, the GPS receiver can forward the

travelled, speed, acceleration, etc.

vehicle coordinates to a central system. This then
allows the vehicle’s position to be displayed and

FLEET MANAGEMENT
‘Fleet’ refers to the cars, vans or trucks owned by

monitored on a map.

your business and used by your drivers. Therefore,

IN-VEHICLE TRACKING DEVICE

fleet management refers to overseeing the operation

The device that allows all relevant data related to

and maintenance of these vehicles, ensuring they are

the vehicle and driver to be recorded. For example,

used correctly, kept on the right routes and serviced

vehicle position, driving speed and engine ignition

properly. It also keeps the related costs under control

can all be measured, captured and centrally stored

and ensures any related legal requirements are met.

through this system.

DRIVER TERMINAL

NAVIGATION

The in-vehicle device that supports communication

The system ﬁtted to the vehicle that shows the

between your driver and your oﬃce. It displays

driver the quickest route to the destination. The GPS

information on things like the fastest route or the

receiver ensures the navigation system knows the

upcoming schedule, and can also give driving advice

position of the driver, so it can calculate and suggest

and instructions. It is placed in a holder on the

the best route possible. Some navigation systems are

dashboard.

capable of tracking real-time traﬃc information. In
this case, they can offer advice on alternative routes
to avoid road blocks, congestion and delays.

TRACKING AND TRACING
The activity of following a vehicle. Tracing refers to
the reproduction of the route the vehicle has followed.
Tracking refers to the location of the vehicle itself, i.e.
where is it right now?

FLEET
MANAGEMENT
IN ACTION
Now that you’ve learned the main terms, you’re probably getting a basic
understanding of what fleet management solutions do. To make it clearer, let’s
take a look at how telematics can support you during your daily activity.
TRACKING VEHICLE LOCATION

MONITORING DRIVER BEHAVIOUR

The device ﬁtted in the vehicle relays it’s coordinates

As well as seeing where your drivers are, you will

back to the software system in your oﬃce. This is

also see how they are driving. Speed, acceleration,

then clearly displayed on a map on your monitor, so

braking speed and other key elements can be clearly

you can see where your vehicles are and track their

monitored to see if your vehicles are being used safely

progress.

and economically. Also, you can check if your drivers
are using your vehicles for personal journeys.

COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR TEAM
If you have updates, new instructions or changes in
the plan, you can send these messages directly to
your driver through the driver terminal. The device
can display the messages from your back oﬃce on its
screen or, in some cases, read them aloud. Without
having to stop or get on the phone, the driver can
receive your new orders, instructions and updates and
navigate to a new destination with a single click.

SERVING CUSTOMERS

STRATEGISING AND IMPROVING

If your fleet delivers a product or service, a fleet

The dashboard of a fleet management solution

management solution helps you set more accurate

will give you insight into how your fleet is being

Estimated Times of Arrival (ETAs). Also, it can be set

used. Information related to all your drivers’ past

up to send an automated message to your customer

trips is clearly available for analysis, including fuel

in case of delay with an updated ETA.

consumption, routes, stoppages and more. These
reports give you what you need to strategize, plan

KEEPING THE DRIVER ON TRACK
The driver terminal can be setup to provide the driver

and improve more effectively.

with advice on better driving or alternate routes

AUTOMATING ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

that will avoid delays. The terminal can also notify

Your fleet management solution can also be used

the driver of speed limits and the location of speed

by other departments in your company. If, for

cameras.

example, the time your team spends with customers
determines the amount you charge for the job, your

RECORDING WORKING TIMES
Whether you need to register your drivers’ working
times for payroll purposes or to comply with EU
legislation, some vehicle telematics systems are
capable of doing this automatically.

system can simplify the process of creating and
dispatching invoices for you. Information on start and
end times can be downloaded from your in-vehicle
tracking device to your oﬃce system.

THE
BENEFITS
Telematics is not just good news for fleet managers. It’s also great for
your drivers, your administrative staff and anybody else involved in your
fleet operation. Here are some of the key beneﬁts.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY

IMPROVE SAFETY

With so much relevant, up-to-date information at your

You have the insight to cut out unsafe driving

ﬁngertips, you can plan effectively and adapt quickly

behaviour that can damage your business reputation

when unexpected events disrupt your schedule.

and harm your vehicles.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

DECREASE COST

Using accurate real-time traﬃc info, you can keep

By encouraging more fuel-eﬃcient driving, you can

your drivers on the fastest routes, helping you to get

cut down on your running costs, while maintenance

more jobs on the schedule.

notiﬁcations help avoid expensive repairs.

IMPROVE COMMUNICATION

REDUCE STRESS FOR DRIVERS

The driver terminal ensures your drivers get the

With the best route always marked out on their Driver

message clearly and concisely.

Terminal and timely updates on traﬃc, your drivers
are guided to their destination with ease. Also, they
don’t have to answer calls from the oﬃce when
driving thanks to the driver terminal.

INCREASE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Your customers will be happy they’re kept informed
of changes to the schedule and they don’t spend time
waiting around unnecessarily.

SIMPLIFY ADMINISTRATION
From paying your staff to invoicing customers
to complying with legislation, fleet management
solutions can take a lot of administrative hassle off
you and your drivers’ plates.

THE
NEXT STEPS
So, now that you have all the information, would you like to introduce a fleet
management solution to your company? If so, here are the next steps.

1

CALCULATE SAVINGS IF YOU NEED TO BUILD A CASE
If you need to get the go-ahead from your board of directors or other departments before you
introduce a solution, it’s good to have numbers to back you up. Our Webfleet Solutions savings
calculator allows you to easily calculate the amount you’ll save on fleet costs, which should help you
make your case.

2

FIND THE RIGHT SOLUTION
Now you know the shop-talk, it’s time to start browsing and ﬁnd the right solution for your needs. A
good place to start is our checklist, How to Select the Right Telematics System. It’s designed to help
you compare different suppliers and get the support you need within your own company to integrate
the system.

3

TALK TO YOUR TEAM
It’s common for drivers to be a little unsure when their company introduces a fleet management
solution. Sometimes, they feel like their privacy and freedom is being taken away and that their every
move will be watched. As we discuss in this guide, however, fleet management solutions are extremely
beneﬁcial for professional drivers. Before you integrate your solution, be sure to take the time to show
them how their work will become less stressful, simpler and more enjoyable with telematics.

